
Oaths~ Boundaries~ Agreements 

Hello Beloved One, 

Thank you for circling like the people have always circled.  Thank you for engaging your senses and being brave enough 

to listen to your inner authority through the wisdom of your brilliant heart.   

Take a moment to breathe.  What is it that you know in this moment?  This is an invitation to something that you are 

choosing.  What is inviting you?  Take this very moment to pause and reflect on what brought you here and the 

unknown horizon ahead.  Your intention and prayer will greatly influence our time together.   

The space we are entering requires a lot of trust and awareness as we are navigating intimate territories that have been 

mostly desacralized in our society.  There will be honest talks, revelations, emotions and revealing of ourselves.  Circling 

is a reclaiming of a cosmologies, rituals and gifts that have been severed; the very elements that upheld sovereign 

authority, voice and sacredness of our sensual and creative bodies.  

My oath to you: 

Although I am the one tending this circle, we are all equals and each of us carries a vital piece of wisdom to share.  I am 

learning along with you and always appreciate reflection if there is a ripple in our waters caused by me.  

This is a container held by prayer and the Creationary Forces and their many names along with the allies and ancestors 

we all walk with- and those of the land we seek this healing. I encourage entering into each space as though it is a 

ceremony   Build yourself an altar at home.  Set aside time for daily practices and integration of the work we are doing 

together. Nourish yourself.  Get rest.    

Stay close to yourself.  This is an extraordinary moment in time where the access to the Yin quality of slowness, 

attention and follow through is available.  This is how you begin to rebuild trust in and cultivation relationship with the 

sacred.  I AM HERE in between to email if things come up.  I also hold private sessions for deeper immersions.    

I will hold a safe and sacred space so that you are free to express and lean into all of your edges.  ALL of you is welcome 

here.  Yet, we need to establish some boundaries so that when you step into circle you know that the women who join 

you have agreed to the same ethics of safety and integrity.    

 

Collective Agreements: 

Permissionary Space~  All of you is welcome.  It is up to you to tend yourself if you need something to feel safe and 

comfortable.  You do not need permission to take care of yourself.  The caveat to this is- if there are 

disruptions/comments/actions that create unsafety for others we will address this and it may result in removal from the 

group.  Any discriminatory language around race/culture/identity/gender/age will result in removal from the group.   

Commitment~ It is highly encouraged that you participate fully and come to all sessions.  The container holds a lot of 

healing and when one of us is absent we all miss a vital piece of healing wisdom.  If you are having a hard day and 

wavering- think of the other women showing up.  Life is really testing a lot of us- so it is normal that your resistance to 

showing up will be accelerated.  And- life happens.   Please always communicate with me.   

Lean into Your Edges~ We have all arrived here together because I sense we are ready to really touch, hold, taste, feel, 

unleash and reveal what has been silenced in our hearts for too long.  When you lean into your fear and bare your 

shadow, you give permission to others to do the same.  We are then able to collectively clear the societal chasms that 

adversely affect us as women from our bodies.   

Confidentiality~ In order to reveal and heal ourselves we must uphold confidence.  Please refrain from sharing any 

names and experiences of others.  You can share your experience without names or alluding to anyone else period.    



Circle Speak~ Our sharing circles will be held in a council format in such that only one person speaks at a time- and 

traditionally holds a “talking piece”.   The most potent medicine of a circle is in the act of listening.  Please be as present 

as possible, listen from the heart. Speak from the heart.  This establishes trust with your intuitive channel that you will 

always know what to say in the moment. Circle etiquette- 

• Absolutely no cross talk.  If someone wants your support trust they will ask.   

• Assume positive intent.  This is a space to say what we really need to say.  You may be triggered by someone’s 

words.   Breathe into your triggers when they arise (and they will) and try to listen to the words under the words 

for the heart of the matter.   

• Use I statements.  Stay relevant to your own experience.  Track projections.   

• Honor time.  We all have novels within us to share.  So that everyone can share and have space please attune to 

how much time you speak.  Are you the one who takes 3-4 extra minutes over everyone else?  Are you the one 

who cuts yourself short?  There will be timekeeping in our shares as well as practicing the natural order of 

stepping up and stepping back so that ALL voices feel safe.  

Other:  BE ON TIME.  We will begin on time to honor everyone’s energy and attempt to end on time.  Be prepared:  

Journal, yoga mat, blanket, altar item if you choose.    

Please check your email as I will be sending updates and recaps.  

The unfun stuff… 

By joining agree to all of the above.   

You take full responsibility for yourself.  You have disclosed medical complications that may prevent you from engaging 

with the breath work and other rituals.   I, Jamie Renee Lashbrook, am not a medical professional and any advice or 

reflections given are not to take the place of necessary medical support.   

I, Jamie Renee Lashbrook, am not responsible for any effects or actions taken by you outside of the spaces we share 

together.   

Thank you.  

I am honored to witness your unfolding. 

In beauty be. 

Jamie Renee Lashbrook 


